Our values

Flender, a company from Siegen

“Gon Dach” (hello), as we say here in Siegerländer
Platt, our local dialect, and welcome to the heart of
Europe, in one of the strongest, most traditional industrial regions of Germany. As our ancestor Rudolf
Flender founded his company in Siegen in 1910 and
began manufacturing tinware for industrial and agricultural use, he could not have had the slightest idea

that he was laying the cornerstone for an internationally successful company that was to become a global
market leader in the field of district heating.
Today, Flender is synonymous with high-quality premium products and excellent service. Flender offers you
an extensive range of round, profiled, special profiled
and precision tubing for a wide variety of constructional

and medium-conducting applications and creates individual, made-to-measure solutions, particularly for
complex requirements.
But Flender is far more than just a manufacturer of
tubes and pipes. We are a company with strong values and principles – just like the people of Siegen.
Some would call them stubborn, but we prefer to say

persistent – or ambitious. Particularly when it comes
to pursuing a specific goal – just like us at Flender.
Our aim is to increase your efficiency, which is why we
always ask ourselves the vital questions: “How can we
provide you with even greater added value, support
your processes and improve your profitability?”

At Flender, progress means: ambition

Huettentalstrasse, which is both a highway and a vital
lifeline, runs for some 28 kilometres through the city of
Siegen. Right from the start it was an ambitious project
that ensures everything moves quickly and smoothly in
Siegen. Ambition is also our driving force, because we
want to make sure that everything runs smoothly for
you, too. Goal-oriented and systematic in their methods, our expert staff are highly committed to raising

quality standards and creating innovative products. Exceptional requirements do not discourage us in the
least; in fact, that is when we really get going. We work
with enthusiasm on improving our own fields of expertise by continually optimising processes and generating
real customer benefit. Yes, we admit we are stubborn.
We want nothing but the best – for both our customers
and ourselves.

At Flender, thinking ahead means:

We are not interested in making quick business. We
prefer to play it safe. Planning security is deeply embedded in our company philosophy, which is one of
the reasons why so many of our regular customers
are companies that have successfully existing for decades. We are a company you can absolutely depend
on – and rash action is not our style. Perhaps it is just

security

a typical characteristic of us people from Siegen – we
emphasise forward-looking, prudent management. In
Siegen’s Hauberg we have a unique concept: the
number of trees felled in the forest may not exceed
the number that can grow back within the same generation. A genuine success story – just like ours.

At Flender, reliability means: solidity

We are typical Siegen people – reliable, loyal and firm.
At Flender we don’t need show-offs, but highly committed players who work hard, both for our company
and for the success of our customers. Down-to-earth
people have written over 100 years of our company’s
history with dependable management and carefully
considered decisions – always focusing on reliability

and long-term performance. These are values that
outlast short-term trends and opinions. Just like the
Obere Schloss (upper castle), the city’s landmark,
which was built in 1259. Here too, the builders had
solidity in mind. We cannot know, of course, whether
our company will last as long as that – but we certainly
have what it takes …

Being curious, gaining knowledge and applying it – our
company has a lot in common with the University of Siegen. We are open for new solutions and particularly interested in the fields of new products, new services and
new markets. Only companies that really see the bigger
picture and look beyond the borders of their own country
will be able to continue developing successfully. One
could compare us with tutors, as we also accompany
and support our business partners, continually analy-

sing and optimising their current processes and applications and developing new products that reflect market
requirements – to ensure that every project earns a
summa cum laude.
Have we managed to awaken your interest? Perhaps you
would like to get to know us better – we will be very happy to invite you to taste some delicious local specialities
such as Siegerländer Krüstchen or Reewekoochen.
It only remains to say: Nodda*!

*Goodbye

At Flender, open-mindedness means: curiosity
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